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Date 07/07/2020  
Title Healing the Hurts Behind Your Addiction 

Length 26 minutes  

Description 

You can find freedom from the negative habits or addictions in your life! In this one-day 
Focus on the Family broadcast, Johnny Baker shares his story of recovery from his secret 
alcohol addiction. He gives the basic but often forgotten strategies to achieve true life 
change, including the importance of admitting you have a problem; and why small, 
gradual change is more effective than an overnight transformation. An inspiring story 
that will remind you that true change is possible! 

   
Date 07/14/2020  
Title Showing Unconditional Love to Your Children 

Length 26 minutes  

Description 

Raised by a single mother, Dr. John Trent never received a blessing from his father. Now 
he shares about the importance of intentionally blessing your children unconditionally. 
His daughter, Kari Trent Stageberg reflects on how her mom and dad showed her the 
blessing throughout childhood. She also talks about her prodigal experience before 
running back to her dad’s loving arms. 

 

 

  

Date 08/06/2020 & 08/07/2020 

Title Intelligence: Discovering Your Child’s Unique Gifts I-II 

Length 55 minutes 

Description 

Dr. Kathy Koch introduces and explores eight facets of our intelligence—word smart, 
logic smart, picture smart, music smart, body smart, nature smart, people smart, and self 
smart. You’ll learn to identify and cultivate your child’s unique gifts, as well as develop 
character traits particular to each "smart." 

  



 
Date 08/24/2020 & 08/25/2020 

Title Your Baby’s First Year: What You Need to Know I-II 

Length 57 minutes 

Description 

"Dr. Robert Hamilton, a pediatrician for more than 30 years, offers practical help and 
encouragement to young couples anticipating or currently raising a newborn baby. He’ll 
address topics such as following your baby’s lead in the first month, the importance of 
solace and healthy family, establishing healthy patterns in the first year, why moms and 
dads are equally important, and the importance of rest for new parents.  
Dr. Hamilton will also share a positive and powerful pro-life message. Originally pro-
choice, during his medical training, he realized the conflict of working in one section of 
the hospital to rescue preemie babies while down the hall abortions were being 
performed. He also shares the story of a courageous couple who refused to abort their 
baby after receiving an adverse diagnosis." 

 

Date 09/07/2020 

Title Hope for Teen Moms 

Length 26 minutes 

Description 

On this "Focus on the Family" broadcast, our hosts--Jim Daly and John Fuller--interview 
John and Tricia Goyer. Tricia shares that she was "boy crazy" from as early as fourth 
grade and by the time she graduated from high school, she had experienced an abortion 
and then gave birth to a new baby boy. Tricia shares that this wasn’t the plan she (or 
God) had in mind for her, but how God saw her through one of the toughest seasons of 
her life. As a result, she turned to Christ and eventually married a godly husband. 
Listeners will find hope to move on after an abortion or a teenage pregnancy, advice for 
their teen on discerning what makes a boyfriend “marriage material,” and the value of a 
mentor if an unwed young woman chooses to parent her new baby. We offer hope for 
teen moms on today's program 

  

Date 09/09/2020 & 09/10/2020 

Title How God Saved Me from Suicide I-II 

Length 54 minutes 

Description 

Singer-songwriter Lacey Sturm discusses the difficult challenges she faced which led her 
to consider suicide, and how God's love and grace sustained her through that dark 
period in her life. 

 
 


